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Armed man resists for second night
Officers aim for peaceful resolution through communication
Patricia Snyder
Kaimin Reporter

Police continued their chilly
watch Tuesday night at the
home of an armed man who
has wounded a sheriff’s
deputy and barricaded himself
and his family in his house
near Southgate Mall.
The situation began
Monday afternoon when city
police attempted to serve Ivan
Vilensky a felony warrant.
Vilensky, a one-year Missoula
resident who came to the
United States four years ago
from the Ukraine, allegedly
tried to run over his landlord.
Vilensky threatened officers
when they tried to serve the
warrant, and they chose to
avoid confrontation, law
enforcement officials said.
Instead of calling out a spe
cial response team, officers
decided to approach him later
Monday outside his house,
Sheriff Douglas Chase said.
And they tried again around
9:30 p.m. Monday when he
was supposed to meet his teen
age son at Good Times Burger
Emporium, Capt. Mike O’Hara
said.
“We were met with a rifle,”
he said.
A MEMBER of the Missoula Special Response Team helps a fellow officer with his flack
1°*
Because another of
jacket Tuesday during the third shift change in a day-old standoff. After resisting arrest,
Ivan Vilensky is holed up with his wife and three children in their house west of Southgate Mall.
Vilensky’s children was in his
car, officers backed off, O’Hara
\
said. He said that after ram
a.m. Tuesday, Montana Rail
Sheriffs Det. David Fowlkes,
rity patrols about 9 a.m.
Link moved boxcars across the Tuesday, giving the county
ming two police cars, Vilensky officials said.
tracks between Vilensky’s
drove away with officers in
team a break. Oberhoffer said
Rather than risk further
pursuit.
home and the mall as protec
confrontation, officers allowed
12 reserve deputies were
Vilensky’s car was disabled
tion, officials said. Officers
Vilensky and his 11-year-old
brought in to handle traffic
when it hit a sheriffs car in
first tried to contact Vilensky
son to reach their home on
control.
the area of South Avenue and
in his home at 11 p.m. Monday
Dearborn Avenue, Chase said.
While shoppers browsed in
Johnson Street, Chase said.
but were unsuccessful, officials the warmth and safety of
Authorities didn’t know
He began running and was
Southgate Mall Tuesday, offi
whether the child went with
said.
bumped by another sheriffs
The hold-out quickly
cials tried to contact Vilensky
him willingly. Vilensky’s wife
car, Chase said. Vilensky rose
and two of his nine children
became a joint city-county
by telephone from their com
immediately and was bumped
effort, officials said.
were also in the house,
mand base in the west parking
again, he said. He then fired
“Neither department has
Sheriffs Sgt. Wendell Frojen
lot. He refused to answer the
his “hunting-type rifle” into
said. The children are believed the resources on their own to
phone, Frojen said. A Russian
the car, Chase said. The bullet to be ages 2 and 4, he said.
handle an extended situation,” speaker was brought in to talk
went through the windshield
Some area residents were
to him through a bullhorn, he
said Chief of Police Jim
and shattered the rear passen evacuated, but some chose to
said.
Oberhoffer, whose special
ger window, wounding
stay, officials said. About 4:30 response team took over secu
See “Hold-out” page 7

Dining service employees
to pocket T-shirt refunds
Tomoko Otake
Kaimin Reporter

WENDY YOUNG, a
Shir-Khim Go
senior in anthropology,
helps to raise Anthropology Club
funds by selling plastic human skulls
in the University Center Tuesday.

UM Dining Services will revise its uni
form policy because it discovered that
charging student employees $10 for Tshirts with a university logo is illegal, the
director said Tuesday.
Starting Nov. 15, about 300 student
employees will receive refunds for each Tshirt they purchased this semester, Mark
LoParco said.
According to the State Department of
Labor and Industry, employers must cover
costs of uniforms for minimum wage work
ers. State officials studied the UM uniform
policy last week and decided that it does
not conform with state law, LoParco said.
Although the law only protects mini

mum wage workers, he said he decided to
pay back all student employees to make
the dress codes more consistent for every
one.
UC and Lodge food services, which
merged last summer, are under the UM
Dining Services umbrella, but there are
still inconsistencies in employee regula
tions, he said.
“My way of rectifying it is that everyone
will get their money back,” LoParco said.
About 65 percent of student employees
are paid the $4.25 an hour minimum wage,
he said. Refunds will amount to at least
$3,000.
Starting next spring, student employees
will get one free T-shirt and will have to
pay for a second one if they wish to pur-

See “Uniform” page 7

Kaimin is a Salish word that means “messages.”

Broken
bylaws
debate
fizzles
Joe Paisley
.Kaimin Reporter
The debate over
whether ASUM President
J.P. Betts broke bylaws by
having a student repre
sentative report to the
wrong committee is over,
Sen. Evan Katzman said
Tuesday.
The announcement
came after a meeting
between Katzman and
Betts Monday night set
tled the issue, Katzman
said.
The dispute was over
Betts having Pat
McCleary, student repre
sentative to the
University Teachers’
Union negotiations, report
to the Student Political
Action Committee instead
of the University Affairs
Committee. The bylaws
State McCleary is to
report to University
Affairs.
The union is now work
ing on a new contract
with UM administration.
McCleary said Betts
did not tell him which
committee to report to. He
said he did not feel the
need to formally report to
any committee because
negotiations are being
held informally through a
hired moderator.
Katzman withdrew his
petition Tuesday, which
had asked the
Constitutional Review
Board to determine
whether Betts’ actions
were constitutional.
Betts had drafted a res
olution asking the senate
to shift responsibility for
the student representa
tive to SPAC instead of
University Affairs, but
Betts promised to with
draw his resolution as a
result of the talk with
Katzman.
Katzman said
University Affairs will
have the jurisdiction over
McCleary.
Betts said he will with
draw the resolution
because the benefits of
“streamlining procedure”
began to be negated by
time wasted in a public
fight over procedure. “It
looks like we’ll have to
make the old, clunky
process work in the
future,” Betts said.
Betts said a “witch

See “ASUM” page 7
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EDITORIAL----------------

New Prime Minister
will share House
with radical parties
Jean who?
Anyone who scanned a
daily newspaper or caught a
newscast Tuesday might
recall hearing about a French
guy with an unpronounceable last
name who’s suddenly become a big deal
up there in Canada.
But what may have made it to a front-page
blurb here in the States is screaming from the
headlines of the Great White North.
Canada has a new prime minister named Jean
Chretien and the nation’s political legacy may
never be the same.
To native Northerners, Monday’s federal elec
tion outcome extends far beyond a shift in the rul
ing party and a new leader. There’s a whole lot of
other stuff bubbling under the surface, some of it
quite disconcerting. Political experts are calling the
1993 election a break-up of Canada’s traditional
party system and one of the biggest political shifts
in history.
Voters in this country of nearly 27 million basi
cally cleaned house Monday, kicking all but two
members of the ruling Conservative Party out of
the House of Commons. Moving in after a sweeping
victory are Canada’s left-of-center Liberals who
have been away from the helm for almost 13 years.
Chretien, a 59-year-old Quebec lawyer, and his
liberals won 151 seats, which is a majority in
Canada’s 295-seat House of Commons. The
Conservatives picked up two seats, compared with
the 154 seats they held before the election.
The obliteration of the conservatives has also
meant the departure of Canada’s first female prime
minister, Kim Campbell, a lawyer from British
Columbia. Campbell took office after her predeces
sor Brian Mulroney, PM for the past eight years,
reached the bottom of his gradual descent into
unpopularity. Mulroney, who led the conservatives
to two election wins, stepped down in June after
being tagged as the most unpopular prime minister
in recent history. Bogged down by his reputation,
as well as Canadians’ growing disdain for the con
servatives, Campbell basically didn’t have a prayer
... or a concrete platform behind her campaign,
political scientists have said.
What gives the election its significant twist is
that those seats lost by the conservatives didn’t all
go to the liberals. And this is perhaps the most
unsettling election result: the radical shift voters
have taken away from the mainstream parties to
new protest parties. These once tiny parties have
surged forward.
For example, Canada’s new official opposition
party is the one that wants to break up the coun
try, the Bloc Quebecois, led by Lucien Bouchard.
The Bloc is pushing for independence of the mainly
French-speaking province of Quebec.
In the West, it’s the Reform Party led by Preston
Manning. The conservatives and liberals have both
warned of the danger to Canadian unity that the
Reform Party poses, and have called Manning, who
is a fundamentalist Christian, a racist and an
“accountant” who wants to gut the country’s health
care and pension plans. Manning would cut univer
sal health care to reduce the country’s deficit to
zero in three years. He also believes Quebec should
not be granted special status.
Political scientists have predicted Canada’s rela
tions with the United States will not change much,
but will become “less cordial” and more busi
nesslike. What remains under wraps is Chretien’s
plan for the North American Free Trade
Agreement with the U.S. and Mexico, which
Mulroney has already signed.
Canadians can only speculate, at this point, as
to what a new ruling party will mean to the coun
try—its 11 percent unemployment rate, envied uni
versal health care and ailing economy. The people
have spoken.

—Carolin Vesely

UM not free from rape epidemic
•One out of six women will
I have been away from the UM
experience attempted or complet
campus for over a year. At the
Guest
ed sexual assault while living on
time I left, I thought that work of
a college campus.
the Task Force on Rape Sexual
column
•At most, one out of 10 rapes
Assault, which I had chaired—to
is ever reported. The overwhelm
by
report on procedures for address
ing majority are lived with in
ing rape and sexual assault on
Julia
silence and shame.
campus where their existence
•The vast majority of campus
Watson
had been denied, and had flour
rapes are acquaintance rapes.
ished, for 20 years—was off to a
•Rape produces emotional
good start. Several measures had
trauma in the victim that is deep,
been enacted: a Sexual Assault
long-lasting and often paralyzing.
self-victimization, some funda
Recovery Service was estab
It can impact profoundly on both
mentals bear restating:
lished, a campus-wide survey to
academic performance and self1) UM continues to have a
ascertain reliable statistics on
esteem.
problem with sexual assault. In
assault was in process, and an
•Blaming victims for the rapes
1992-93, when two rapes were
enhanced campus network of
is widespread behavior in our cul
safety and support was being put reported to campus security, 130
ture—among friends and family,
in place. Campus dialogue was to people sought crisis counseling
from the Sexual Assault Recovery institutions, the legal system.
take up our recommendations,
On whose authority is this
Service for attempted or complet
and did helpfully identify some
data inflated, unbelievable, as
ed sexual assaults
blind spots. Some
one faculty member claimed? The
to themselves, 40
issues remained
FBI is not known for flaming rad
he FBI
percent of it in the
unaddressed in the
icalism. While some might wish
prior six months.
report, especially
notes that
for a return to that climate of
Another 41 peo
around homophobia
rape is the ple—friends, par comfortable denial in which prob
and battering,
ents, teachers, oth lems don’t exist if we say they
where much
only felony
don’t, why would we want to
ers—consulted
remains to be done.
crime
toward
believe that a documented prob
SARS with a con
But it seemed that
persons that
lem doesn’t exist? That large
cern about some
the university had
one else. Reporting numbers of people would collude
taken steps to
has increased
in misrepresenting their situa
has increased this
greatly improve its
in the last
tion and expressing deep pain
year. That’s the
climate, above all
for women resi
bad news—and the and anxiety even to objective
year. ”
strangers? That our campus is a
dents. And that was
good.
remarkable exception in a coun
a relief because the
2) This problem
task force had discovered prob
is not peculiar to UM. Violence
try where similar problems have
lems beneath an apparently
toward women is certainly epi
been identified and addressed at
assault-free surface; in private
demic nationally: The statistics
other campuses? What is accom
abuse; from students suddenly
that a woman is beaten every 15
plished by telling victims—both
unable to maintain academic per seconds and that a rape occurs
those who have reported and
formance and visibly trauma
every six minutes are widely
those who haven’t—that their
tized; from staff who had
acknowledged. The FBI notes
perceptions are invalid, that
observed a frequent connection
that rape is the only felony crime what happened must in some
between sexual assault and acad toward persons that has
sense be their fault, even evi
emic withdrawal.
increased in the last year. As a
dence of their lack of moral char
But since returning I have
recent (male) speaker, Jackson
acter? Victim-blaming does not
noticed something peculiar that
Katz, stated: “The level of vio
address the problems specific to
makes me wonder if Backlash is
lence against
sexual assault. Nor
not just a book, but a local reali
women in our soci
does it support the
ictim
ty. A few voices have spoken out
ety is out of control.
reporting process.
frequently of their concern for
It is almost impossi
I would welcome
blaming
academic freedom. They have
ble to overestimate.”
a call for commen
does
not
been considerably less audible
Rape has been
dation of the sur
about crimes of violence. Other
described in nation
address the
vivors who have
voices seem to have become
al news magazines
problems spe dared to come for
inaudible. Are they in assent? or
and university sur
ward and identify
reluctant, in a combative climate, veys as epidemic on
cific to sexual
the violence done to
to be heard? Most recently there
college campuses.
them. I would wel
assault.
Nor
has been a challenge to “the task
For that reason a
come a call for men
does it sup
force’s interpretations of rape sta new federal law, the
to take responsibili
tistics” (Kaimin, Oct. 20)—which
Higher Education
port the
ty, to assess the
asserted that sexual assault and
Reauthorization
choices they make,
reporting
harassment are widespread prob Act, was established
to evaluate the fac
lems on the UM campus at this
process. ”
in 1991. It requires
tors that contribute
time. There was even the sugges that universities
to their exerting
tion that these critics had res
keep and report assault statis
coercion, verbal and physical,
cued the university and set us
tics. Such reporting is needed for
over those who have not said
straight on how it is women who
an accurate crime profile.
“yes.” I would welcome a call for
must (and presumably don’t) take Reporting is also self-protection
campus-wide education on sexual
responsibility for sexual assault.
for universities against the suits
assault, with faculty taking a
Funny, these same critics haven’t for institutional negligence that
leading role in the dialogue. I
been in evidence for the two
are being brought in increasing
would welcome a searching
years the task force was in exis
numbers by assault survivors.
assessment of how the campus
tence—or at this year’s forums,
3) Both the FBI and other rep climate might be made safer and
speakers, and conference on the
utable data sources cite disturb
more supportive for all members
subject.
ing but widely accepted statistics of the community, and of how we
Given the questions that have
and perceptions:
might redirect the glorification of
been raised about whether sexual
•Between one in three and one violence toward women in our
assault is more than coercion by
in five women, depending on the
culture.
counselors, female morning-after
survey consulted, will be raped in
—Julia Watson is a professor
regret, and encouragement to
her lifetime.
in Women’s Studies
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Kristi, graduated that year. I can’t
tell you, without getting a
lump in my throat, how proud
I am of you — you 1982 grads.
Farewell my friends
Your warm feelings for each
To my student scholar/friends:
other, your careers that are
Thank you for all the wonderful experiences
blooming and worthwhile, and
you’ve provided for me since 1974. You’ve chal
your remembering where I
lenged my thinking and kept me thinking
work and the people there with
younger every year. Your trips all over the
such respect and kindness is a
world were a vent for my lust for travel. You
great tribute to the University of Montana and
see, vicariously I went with you! You treated
to Dr. “Rob” Curry.
me with dignity and respect and I feel I treated
I could not just walk away and retire without
you the same way — no matter what the situa letting you all know how special I feel you are.
tion or incident was. You’ve introduced me to
We’ve laughed together, talked pretty seriously
new books, authors, and I shared books I
and directly about certain things, even shared a
thought you might like.
few tears and hugs when needed. I will miss
My husband, Bill, and I were invited to a
you and also the wonderful staff at the
1993 Griz Homecoming Cookout for mainly
University of Montana health services.
1982 graduates of the U of M. Our daughter,
—Mrs. M. KLiher (Marynell)
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Legislative session
hits students squarely
The workings of state gov
Natelson doesn’t seem to care
ernment frequently seem
about what his little crusade
arcane and bewildering, if not
will do to UM, there are a
down right irrelevant. Like,
number of other troubling fea
what’s with this Natelson peti tures of his activities.
tion and the
He hasn’t been
upcoming special
entirely honest
session of the
with folks. He says
Legislature? And
he is fighting high
what does all this
er taxes for
possibly have to do
Montanans. The
with students?
truth is, the sus
Unfortunately a
pended income tax
great deal. It
would actually
means increased
decrease the taxes
tuition for us. Yep,
of most low and
these events in
middle income
statewide politics
Montanans.
Guest
have a direct effect
Recently his claim
on us. Remember
that Montanans
column
the increase in
pay the eighth
by
tuition you had this
highest taxes in
year and the trou
the nation was dis
J.V.
ble getting into
covered to be false.
Bennett
classes because of
Montana actually
reduction in class
ranks 44th in the
room sections.
nation. Natelson
Well, it’s about to get worse!
says he has known his figures
were in error since May, but
This is because a special
didn’t let that bother him. Also
session of the Legislature will
he keeps coming up with these
be convening November 29 to
goofy little proposals on how
cut as much as $50 million
Montana could redesign state
dollars from the state budget.
government during the special
The Montana Universities
session. However, he has to
System is always a major tar
know the Legislature can only
get during these sessions.
act on the agenda set by the
Current proposals for the uni
governor, and his proposals
versity system’s cut are
aren’t on it. Cutting the bud
between $12 million and $6.6
get is all that will happen in
million. In either case it will
mean increased tuition for stu regard to education during the
special session.
dents and cuts to
the funding of the
Another prob
emember lem is Natelson’s
University. This
means we as stu
approach to
the
dents will pay
encouraging fiscal
increase
in
more for less.
responsibility in
tuition you
Why is the
government. He
Legislature doing
had this year believes you can
force the state gov
this to us?
and the trou ernment to operate
Considering the
more efficiently by
cuts the universi
ble getting
ty system has
forcing it to cut $72
into
classes
million. This is a
taken over the
because of
past few years
bit like removing a
what more can it
reduction in wart with a shot
gun. Yeah, the
want?
classroom
wart’s gone, but
The truth is
the resulting tissue
sections.
that the
damage causes
Legislature has
Well, it’s
more harm to the
been forced into
about to get patient than the
this position by
wart ever did.
UM Law
worse! ”
Professor Rob
The situation
Natelson, the dri
looks bleak, but
ving force behind the petition
students can have an effect on
state politics.
to suspend the new state
income tax and the person
The Student Political
most directly responsible for
Action and ASUM are putting
this mess. Natelson used a
together a lobbying effort for
provision in the Montana
the special session. After so
Constitution to suspend the
many cuts over the recent
new income tax implemented
past, further cuts could do
by the Legislature by gather
irreparable damage to the
ing the signatures of about 17
ability of the university sys
percent of the registered vot
tem to provide a quality edu
ers in Montana. The tax is
cation. It’s time for us to take
suspended until voters accept
a stand before higher educa
or reject the tax in November
tion in Montana is forever
of 1994. Because the Montana
doomed to mediocrity. This
Constitution doesn’t allow the
will be the focus of our lobby
state to spend money it won’t
ing effort. If we are going to be
collect, the Legislature must
successful in the Legislature,
return and cut the bejesus out we will need your help in the
of the budget it prepared dur
coming month.
ing the 1993 session.
If you are interested please
Besides the fact, that
come to the SPA informational
meeting Monday at 7 p.m. in
the University Center Mount
Largest Library of Information in U.S.
Sentinel Room.

ia lio n /C o llftff R e tire m e n t E q u itie s Fund.
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—<7.V. Bennett is assistant
director of Student Political
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in environmental studies.
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Agenda set for Faculty Senate meeting
The Senate is scheduled to consider new rec
ommendations of the rape task force and UM’s
sexual assault policy at its meeting on
Although “censorship” might not be the buzz Thursday in the University Center’s Mt.
word Thursday when UM’S faculty senate con
Sentinel Room at 3:10 p.m.
siders a revised report of the rape task force,
Charges of censorship in last year’s rape
some professors still don’t like the ways UM
task force recommendations to stop rape on
deals with parts of its sexual assault policy, a
campus died down with revisions this year.
UM history professor said Tuesday.
Last year’s report called for a revision of texts
For UM to discipline alleged rapists after
and language that “endorse dr uncritically tol
police don’t press charges is wrong, Michael
erate” depictions of sexual assault.
Mayer said.
The Senate will also hear an update on
“A lot of us think it is not a good idea to have
restructuring Montana’s higher education from
lynch mobs and vigilante committees,” Mayer
plan architect Jeff Baker, commissioner of
said. “The university can’t set itself above the
higher education, and review changes to UM’s
criminal system.”
affirmative action policy.
But UM’S sexual assault policy says differ
ently, saying that a student can be disciplined
Proposed hiring changes would limit the
— including expulsion — “even if criminal jus
administration’s ability to hire candidates with
tice authorities decide not to prosecute.”
out a national search, Mayer said.

Kyle Wood

Kaimin Reporter

MontPirg to 'trash' campus
Rocky Hashiguchi
for the Kaimin
The Montana Public
Interest Research Group
wants UM students to see how
much garbage they actually
waste every day, and will
“dumpster dive” to show the
amount of waste.
“We want to let students
know that there isn’t enough
recycling on campus,” Heidi
Brown, director of MontPIRG’s
board, said. “We want to raise
recycling awareness because
students need to know what
they’re throwing away.”
Kristen Webb, MontPIRG
board member, said, “We need
a better recycling program on
campus and in the communi
ty-”
During their “dumpster
dive,” Mon tPIRG activists
meet at a location and are
assigned certain dumpsters,
Brown said. Individuals begin
by flipping the dumpster lids,
diving into them, and tearing
open the garbage bags sal

vaging any accessible recy
clables such as glass, paper,
plastic, and aluminum, she
said. Some of the weirdest
things are found in the dump
sters, Brown said. “Last year a
deer was even found in one of
the dumpsters,” she said.
The salvaged goods are
brought back to a specific loca
tion, separated and piled to
display the amount of garbage
that students go through daily,
Brown said. “We might have a
huge pile or even just a small
pile which would be even bet
ter for us,” she said.
Last Spring, MontPIRG ran
a 150-foot string of aluminum
cans around the Oval along
with piles of other recyclables,
but were forced to move
because they lacked a permit
to host the event. This year,
they registered their event
through the UC Conference
and Event Scheduling and
received permission.
Jana Gerard, UC Events
Coordinator, said MontPIRG
had to fill out a facility use

form and make sure the event
was approved by appropriate
offices. Also, the event must be
called in 48 hours before it
occurs and determined if secu
rity is needed, she said.
The results of MontPIRG’s
dumpster dive will be on dis
play Wednesday on the
Library Mall.
MontPIRG wanted to
return their display to the
Oval but they needed a special
proposal, Brown said. “We
didn’t want to go through all
the hassle and possibly nix the
whole event,” she said.
The pile of recyclables will
be on display until 5 p.m.
when all the recyclables will
be cleaned up and taken to a
recycling center.
A table will also be set up at
the display in hopes of getting
people to write letters to Sen.
Max Baucus, D-Mont., in sup
port of the Bottle Bill, Brown
said. Baucus, chair of the
Environment and Public
Works Committee, opposes the
bill.

Tribal attorney to discuss
religious freedom act
The tribal attorney for the
confederated Salish and
Kootenai tribes will speak at
UM today on the American
Indian Religious Freedom
Act.
Karen Atkinson has
worked recently with a coali
tion of tribes, an environ
mental group, local ranchers
and farmers to block the
State Bureau of Land
Management approval of
gold exploration in the

Sweet Glass Hill of north
central Montana, according
to a press release.
“If gold is discovered, sig
nificant impacts and virtual
destruction of the hills as a
sacred area could be expect
ed,” Atkinson said. She will
speak at 203 Jeannette
Rankin Hall at 5 p.m.
For more information
about the lecture, call Felice
Stadler in environmental
studies at 243-2998.
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Pearl Jam
MCT's Amadeus invites, invigorates sets
model
Shaffer’s play takes compelling look at genius, mediocrity
film’s screenplay. In both,
Salieri is the central charac
for the Kaimin
ter, Mozart merely the
Missoula Community
springboard for action and
Theater’s production of
ideas. But the play offers ele
“Amadeus” is worth going to
ments the movie cannot. In it,
see just to witness Peter
Shaffer grapples with the
Shaffer’s
nature of theater itself, and
superbly
he needs the live form of
written
drama to do it effectively. His
drama,
is not fourth-wall, drawing
even if
room realism in which the
the
audience looks on and pre
Missoula
tends not to be there. He
version can’t
takes the Brechtian step of
quite match up to the lavish
making members of the audi
ness of a Broadway produc
ence self-conscious of their
tion.
own presence. Salieri calls
MCTs production is still
them ghosts; the houselights
entertaining and compelling.
come up to expose their lumi
“Amadeus,” with Shaffer’s
nous reality.
pen behind it, is an intellectu
MCTs production is for the
ally invigorating experience.
most part compelling and pol
The play centers around
ished. Don Kukla as Salieri
the rivalry between Wolfgang
shines, excelling in a
Amadeus Mozart and Antonio
demanding lead role. He
Salieri. Salieri’s jealousy of
changes smoothly back and
Mozart’s genius and his com
forth between the decrepit,
pulsion to destroy it propels
bitter Salieri in his final
the action relentlessly to the
hour, and the suave young
deaths of both composers at
court conniver. The plot
the end.
revolves around Salieri’s
Shaffer’s historical drama
tragic recognition of his own
is set in 19th century Vienna.
mediocrity. Once he spat out
The subjects he tackles in
about Mozart, “He, from the
“Amadeus,” however, tran
ordinary, created legends,
scend time and place.
while I, from legends, created
Through his finely-honed
the ordinary.” Robert Harsch
characters, the themes of
as Amadeus is also memo
genius and mediocrity,
rable. It is impossible not to
integrity and dishonesty, pas
like the boyish genius with no
sion and banality, and faith
common sense after a deli
and hatred collide. No small
PETER SHAFFER’S “Amadeus” is a look at the
J°e w“l°n cious entrance, in which he
order, but Shaffer pulls it off.
darker side ofprofessional rivalry. The play continKaimm and a lover literally play cat
ues its run at the Front Street Theatre this weekend with perfor
So why not just rent the
and mouse while Salieri sits
mances
Thursday
through
Sunday.
video; kick back with some
frozen in hidden disgust.
popcorn and enjoy the whole
There are similarities
The 1984 movie was after all,
“Amadeus” continues its
thing from the control center
between the play and the
bom right out of the 1979
run on Oct. 27-31 at the
of your armchair instead?
movie, “Amadeus” for sure.
play. Shaffer even wrote the
Front St. Theater at 8 p.m.

Tara Turkington

for grunge

Richard Fifield
for the Kaimin
Pearl
Jam’s
“Vs.” is
angry and
squalling,
a patchwork of
melody and grime.
It seemed like nothing
could equal “Ten,” Pearl Jam’s
debut. It was full of story
telling, blessed with surrealis
tic lyrics and Jeff Ament’s
snaky bass line.
But I’m happy to report, I
was wrong. “Vs.” is far more
intricate and involved, and
(gasp!) politically correct.
“Vs.” establishes Pearl Jam
as a band, not just a group of
studio hacks that back up
vocalist Eddie Vedder.
“Animal” is a growling stab
of rock, that sets the pace for
the rest of the album.
“Daughter” is a politically cor
rect version of “Jeremy,” one
of “Ten” earlier tirades
against society’s treatment of
youth. “Glorified G” and
“Rearviewmirror” are kickin’
and strangely hummable.
“Elderly Woman Behind
The Counter In A Small
Town” is the haunting center
piece of the album, a con
densed and claustrophobic
acoustic strummer. Eddie
Vedder wraps his ample
vocals around the line “Hearts
and thoughts they fade away”
as if it were a Hallmark card.
My flannel-wearing mother
would approve.
And Vedder, the Fabio of
the nose-pierced set, truly
shines throughout this album.
“Blood” features one of the
most curdling yelps; just pic
ture someone stabbing Old
Yeller to death with a spoon.
Jeff Ament’s bass on
“W.M.A.” is especially cool,
invading the rest of the album
in a charming way.
Stone Gossard’s and Mike
McCready’s dual guitars are a
sonic force that is unequaled.
“Vs.” is a testimony to their
‘70s arena rock sensibilities.
“Vs.” is an infinitely wise
album, full of smart musicali
ty and deeper-than-thou
lyrics. Pearl Jam should be
around a long, long, time.
Grade: A+
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1993 Kaimin Baseball Awards
National League Awards
•Comeback: Andres Galarraga responded
to a disappointing one year cameo season with
Kaimin Reporter
the Cardinals by winning a batting title with
•MVP: Barry Bonds had a pretty fair initial the expansion Colorado Rockies. The Big Cat
hit .370 to become the first expansion player to
season in San Francisco. He hit .336, with 46
ever win the batting title.
home runs, 123 RBIs, 29 stolen bases and 129
•Closer of the Year: The California Angels
runs scored. What is truly amazing is that he
thought Bryan Harvey’s sore elbow was serious
did all this while drawing an astounding 126
walks and playing the best left field in baseball. so they let him go in the expansion draft to
Florida. Harvey responded by saving 45 of the
He is truly the best player in the game.
Marfin’s 64 wins and posting a 1.70 ERA.
Honorable Mention: Lenny Dykstra led the
Honorable Mention: The Cubs’ Randy Myers
league with 143 runs scored and was the
saved 53 games this season, four short of the
Phillies’ sparkplug all year. Greg
all-time record set by Bobby Thigpen in 1990,
Jeffries, in his first year with the
and John Wetteland of the Expos proved
Cardinals, stole 46 bases and hit
himself to be the most overpowering
.342 while making the switch
young closer in the game with
from third to first base.
his 43 saves and 113
•Cy Young: Greg
strikeouts in 85 1/3
Maddox justified the
innings.
Braves’ faith (and invest
Manager: The Phillies’
ment) in him by producing
Jim Fregosi took his team from
a season even better than last
worst to first and kept a team full of strange
year when he won the Cy Young. Maddux won
personalities in line all year. Dusty Baker took
20 games and posted a 2.36 earned run aver
a team which finished in the lower division last
age. Also, he never missed a start, logging 267
year to 103 wins. The Rockies’ Don Baylor man
innings for the Braves. Honorable Mention:
Jose Rijo only won 14 games this year, but that aged to lead his team to 67 wins with a AAA
pitching staff.
was mainly because of the ineptitude of the
•All NL Team — Honorable Mention in
Reds’ bullpen. This year’s strikeout leader fin
parenthesis
ished with an ERA of 2.48. Bill Swift led the
lB-Greg Jeffries, Cardinals (Fred McGriff,
resurgence of the Giant pitching staff with a
Braves) 2B-Robby Thompson, Giants (Delino
21-8 record. Swift’s ERA was 2.82, and, most
Deshields, Expos) SS-Jeff Blauser, Braves (Jay
importantly for his team, he had a number of
Bell, Pirates) 3B-Matt Williams, Giants
quality starts down the stretch.
(Charlie Hayes, Rockies) C-Darren Daulten,
•Rookie: Mike Piazza, who is in fact not
Tommy Lasorda’s godson, wins this award easi Phillies (Mike Piazza, Dodgers) LF-Barry
Bonds, Giants (Ron Gant, Braves) CF-Lenny
ly. Piazza’s numbers, .318 batting average, 35
home runs, 112 RBIs, are especially astounding Dykstra, Phillies (Marquis Grissom, Expos) RFbecause he has to handle the catching duties as Dave Justice, Braves (Tony Gwynn, Padres)
DH-(Note to NL president Bill White: your
well. Honorable Mention: Kirk Rueter won
league should have a DH so the Kaimin will
eight games without a loss for the Expos, and
take the liberty of installing one for you.) Eddie
Chuck Carr stole 58 bases and played a great
Murray, Mets (Pete Incaviglia, Phillies)
center field for the Florida Marlins.

Corey Taule

American League Awards
Kevin Crough
Kaimin Sports Editor

•MVP: Some could make
arguments for American
League MVP runners-up Ken
Griffey Jr. or Paul Molitor, but
that’s what they are, runnersup. The Big Hurt, Frank
Thomas, gets the vote because
of his .317 batting average,
sixth in the AL, 41 home runs,
third in the AL, 333 total
bases, third in the AL, 128
RBIs, second in the AL, .607
slugging pct., third in the AL,
.426 on base pct., fourth in the
AL, 106 runs, tenth in the AL,
and 112 walks, fourth in the
AL. Thomas also played on a
division-winning team, and he
played the last week of the
season with a injured elbow to
ensure his team’s place in the
playoffs.
Honorable Mentions: At
37, Molitor had what could be
the best season of his career.
He played DH for a division
winning team and produced
big with a .332 batting aver
age, second in the AL, 121
runs, 211 hits, 111 RBIs and
22 home runs. Griffey proved
to be one of the best fielding
center fielders in baseball and
knocked in 109 runs, hit 45

never compete on a profession
home runs, second only to
Juan Gonzalez, 46, batted .309 al level again. He stepped up
in his first at-bat and hit a
and scored 113 runs.
home run, then proceeded to
•Cy Young: The battle of
the Cy Young was fueled heav hit 15 more. Bo Jackson
should get comeback player of
ily by the pitching of Randy
the year every year that he
Johnson and “Black Jack”
McDowell. McDowell led the
plays with a plastic hip.
•Closer of the Year:
league in wins with a 22-8
record, and shutouts with four. Duane Ward had an AL lead
McDowell’s biggest boost is
ing 45 saves in 71 appearances
that he was the ace on a divi
and 71 2/3 innings pitched. He
sion-winner, which meant his
led the Blue Jays with a 2.13
ERA and had 97 k’s.* Manager
pitching made a considerable
of the Year: Cito Gaston. He
difference. That’s not to say
has managed the best team in
Johnson’s great stats didn’t
make a difference. He was sec baseball for two straight years.
•All-AL Team — Honorable
ond in the AL with a 19-8
record, had a 3.24 ERA, which Mention in parenthesis
IB-Frank Thomas, White
was better than McDowell’s
3.37, and he entered the histo Sox (John Olerud, Blue Jays)
2B-Roberto Alomar, Blue Jays
ry books as a 300 strikeout
(Carlos Baerga, Indians) SSpitcher by whiffing 308 bat
ters. Seattle did, however, fin Tony Fernandez, Blue Jays
(Cal Ripken, Orioles) 3B-Wade
ish above .500, only four
games away from second place Boggs, Yankees (Robin
Texas. The award is meant for Ventura, White Sox) C-Brian
a winner, or someone that
Harper, Twins (Ron
helps his team win; the winner Karkovice, White Sox) RF-Joe
is Black Jack.
Carter, Blue Jays (Tim
•Rookie of the Year: Tim Salmon, Angels) CF-Ken
Salmon may not have had a
Griffey Jr., Mariners (Ken
Lofton, Indians) LF-Juan
year like Mike Piazza, but he
Gonzalez, Rangers (Albert
raised eyebrows with 31 home
Belle, Indians) DH-Paul
runs, 95 RBIs and 93 runs.
•Comeback Player of the Molitor, Blue Jays (Chili
Year: They said he would
Davis, Angels)
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Hold-out: Interpreter called in

ASUM:
hunt” was made over a
policy decision.
Sen. Jim Brown said
the issue was mainly per
sonal for some senators.
“Many people are suspi
cious of his actions,” he
said. “That all goes back
to the beginning of the
year.”

But Katzman said the
petition was based on a
constitutional question,
not a personal conflict.

Betts pleaded guilty to
misdemeanor theft Aug.
20 after stealing $312
from Worden’s Market,
his former employer. The
Senate had asked him to
resign, but he refused.
A compromise was
struck Oct. 13 between
Betts and the Senate,
which limits Betts’ public
speaking powers before
the governor, state legis
lature and Montana
Board of Regents while
remaining president.

Around 2:30 p.m., a second
Russian interpreter tried to
contact Vilensky who told
authorities he wanted to speak
with a Russian, not someone
who just speaks Russian,
Frojen said.
About 4 p.m., officials said
Vilensky had agreed to speak
with the Russian by telephone.
“The toughest challenge
since last night to date was
getting them to pick up the
phone,” he said. “If we can’t
communicate, we can’t come to
a resolution.”
Although officers are frus
trated, they’re handling things
in a “laid-back” manner to
avoid triggering violence,
Frojen said.
By the time the sheriff’s
continued from page 1

Uniforms:
chase another.
The requirement for work
ers to either buy Hawaiian
caps or wear hair nets will
remain because the caps,
which bear no university logo,

We're private. We're affordable. We're professional.

WE RE PLANNED PARENTHOOD
219 E. Main

special response team took
over for the city at 6 p.m., tele
phone contact had tapered off,
Frojen said. However, officials
spoke with Vilensky’s wife,
who told them everyone inside
was fine, he said. By 9 p.m.,
conversation had all but
stopped, officials said, though
they remained hopeful the sit
uation would be resolved
peaceably.
Fowlkes, the sheriff’s detec
tive wounded by Vilensky, was
treated at Community
Hospital and released, Frojen
said. While much of the shrap
nel was removed, a bullet frag
ment remains lodged between
two bones in his right forearm
and could not be removed,
Frojen said late Tuesday.

Open Mon-Sat

728-5490

are not considered uniforms
under state law, he said.
Unionized employees will
not be affected by UM’s
revised uniform policy because
their uniform code is included
in the collective bargaining
agreement between UM and
the union. Full-time unionized
staff in the UC dining service
are provided with white uni
forms, while employees in the
Lodge wear their own clothes,
he said. Negotiations are
underway on their uniform
policy, LoParco said.

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line
$.90 per 5-word line

The
Kaimin
assumes
no
responsibility for advertisements
which are placed in the Classified
Section. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment,
investment or related topics before
paying out any money.

call 549- 0543
Is your furture too bright? You can
always dull it with drugs. DAPP 2434711

HATHA YOGA flow series,
Tuesdays at 5:30, Unity Church,
Linda
Lightfoot,
542-7774

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Keys by LA Building, possibly
near espresso cart on 10/18. Suzuki
car keys, Plastic leather cowboy boot.
Turn in at Kaimin.
Lost: Black fleece pullover. Lost in
SC 217 (Chem Lab). Please return to
Kaimin office, I am cold.

Lost in parking lot, Raquetball
Raquet (Lexis). Call Bill, 543-4579.
Lost on campus 10/20: Prescription
glasses in black metal case. Reward.
549-4249
Reward: Lost on yellow Spyderco
rescue knife in ULH. Call 243-1780,
ask for Forrzxsest.

Lost: Set of keys copper tag w/1953
on it 728-7244
Found: Knit gloves, red, yellow,
green in Schreiber Gym Parking lot
last week. Come to Journalism 206
between 9am-5pm.

Lost: Set of keys on 10/21 in second
floor men’s bathroom of the library.
Reward if found. Please return to
front desk of the library or the
Kaimin Office.

PERSONALS
NO ONE IN MISSOULA SHOULD
GO HUNGRY! SUPPORT the
MISSOULA FOOD BANK. To help,

Golden Key Members! Get
Acquainted
Party. Thursday,
October 28, 7-9. Honors College.
Find out about childrens art project &
scholarships. Chips and Dips.

EARTH SPIRIT BOOKS, ETC
Missoula’s Bell book and candle
store now offering: Tarot & Herb
classes and Tarot & Shamanic
counseling. 135 East Main, Mon-Fri,
10:30-5:30 and Satuday 10:30-4:30.
New phone 721-2288
Wanted: 4th Roommate. Pathetic
pitcher. Blown world series a must.
Tall, long hair, lefty O.K. Call
Darren, Martin, or B. Buckner at 555LOST.
CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING by
trained student volunteers. No
problem too small. Support and
referral services also provided. Free,
no appointment necessary. The PEER
LISTENING CENTER. (East door of
Student Health Service. 9-5
weekdays, 7-10pm all week including
weekends.)

CHANGING TIMES call for
changing concepts. Read Gen-Gaea.
Now at U.C. Bookstore, Freddy’s,
Second Thought, Garden City News.

Pregnant? Let us help. Abortion
Alternative • Supportive • Free ♦
Confidential • 1st Way Pregnancy
Support Center call for hours • 5490406 (formerly Birthright)

HELP WANTED
Cruise Ships Hiring-earn up to
$2,000+/mo. Summer and Career
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information 1206-634-0468 ext. C5696

Part-time position available at Back
to Nature. Basic knowledge of
vitamins & herbs a must. Bring
resume to Back to Nature, 111 W.
Main. No calls please.

Montana’s only sperm bank is
recruiting new donors. Males 18-35
in good health. Earn extra cash and
give the gift of life. Call Sam at NW
Andrology and Cryobank, 1-5, 7285254 for details.

Work with the stars! ASUM
Programing is hiring Security
Personnel for upcoming Alan
Jackson Show on Nov. 10. Pick up
application in UC 104 today.
Questions? Call 243-4995

RESEARCH AID: School of
Forestry. 1 Work-study position, 1215 hrs/week. Office skills, library
research and Macintosh Word
Processing experience essential.
$5.50-6.50/hr. Phone 243-5361 for
application information.
Be
CAMPUS
VISIT
COORDINATOR for New Student
Services Office spring semester.
Paid. Undergraduate with good
communication skills. Apply
Cooperative Education. Deadline:
11/2/93
RESEARCH
ASSISTANT
INTERNSHIP. If you enjoy
innovative research and are graduate
student in Sociology, Psychology,
Counseling, Public Administration,

LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206.

apply now. Cooperative Education,
162 Lodge. 10-26-2

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT .- Make up to
$2,000-54,000+/month teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many provide
room & board + other benefits. No
previous training or teaching
certificate required. For more
information call:(206) 632-1146 ext.
J5696

Part-time cocktail server. Apply at
Limelight Lounge, 1609 West
Broadway on Wednesday 10/27 from
12-3 pm.

FORSALE
‘87 Mitsubishi pick-up. 96,000 miles.
New mud/snow tires. $4,000 7454031

FOR RENT
Apartment, 1 brm, clean. 721-2800.
Must rent now.
Small 2 bedroom house. Gas Heat.
450/mo. Water & Garbage included.
Call 728-8381

WANTED TO BUY

Model for B/W Photgraphy Nude
figure 542-1955

CARLO’S Buys your used clothing.
LEVI, GAP, BAN-REP, PIERI,
ESPRIT, LIZ, RALPH. 543-6350,
204 3rd.

TYPING

FUND RAISER

FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown
543-3782

Raise $500 in 5 days. Groups, Clubs,
motivated individuals 1-800-7753851 ext. 101

WORDPERFECT,
LASER,
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268
Professional Word Processing Ann
543-0322

TYPING - Term Papers, Resumes
543-8565

STORAGE RENTALS
NORTHWEST MINI STORAGE
10x10 $40/mo & 10x20 units
$64/mo, & open storage. 1111 No.
Russell-549-3687

TRANSPORTATION
RUSH TYPING CALL BERTA
251-4125

FREE AIRFARE TO MEXICO. Call
549-2286. Ask for Nancy.

SERVICES

AUTOMOTIVE
The counselor Ed. program offers
individual, family, and couples
counseling. Services are confidential
and
affordable.
For
more
information, please call 243-5252

*77 Ford Granada Automatic
dependable AM/FM Cassette, studs,
$1500. 549-5760
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The History of the Citibank
Classic Visa card and the Age of Credit
Card Security.

In the 67th year of the 20th Century A.D., Citibank introduced a credit

card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa® card. Established on the premise that a credit caid should
offer—24 hours a day—warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. H With the introduction of the first Photocard, the credit card

bearing one’s own photo and signature on the front, it soon became
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First,

Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on
more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now
This tablet, dated 1358 B.C.. was the first
known attempt to pul one's photo on a credit
card-but not without drawbacks. Photography
had not, yet been invented It weighed over 50
pounds. And. it did not fit easily into a wallet.

choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids

from using the card, Man was helping to prevent fraud. Surely this

was a sign of advanced intelligence. U The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an

American Revolution. So as you might expect, Citibank would be there for you, even if your card

was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Wallet5"1 Service could have a new card in your hands

Monarch Notes® Version:

usually within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying, “The card is. coming! The

With the Citibank Classic Visa card,

card is coming!”) 51 When the Great Student Depression came along, Citibank introduced

you can build a credit history before

New Deals—special student discounts and savings. Hence, today’s student can enjoy a $20

you reach your middle ages. And,

Airfare Discount for domestic flights' (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order

receive special student discounts.

purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%-; and,

Call today 1-800-CITIBANK

no annual fee. 5] Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge

(1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

your purchases on the Citibank Classic card). You receive Citibank Price Protection to assure

you of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $15O3. You receive Buyers Security5"1, to cover
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from
the date of purchase3. And Citibank Lifetime Warranty5"1, to extend the

expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years4. Together they

give you complete coverage; and with everything else...the Age of Credit
Had Napoleon carried a
Citibank Classic Visa card
with its Lost Wallet Service, he
would not have been com
pelled to hold on so obsessively to
the wallet inside his jacket.

Card Security. 51 It’s credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank’s

services and savings, you earn some of the credentials needed later on to

purchase a car or even a house. 51 So call to apply. Students don’t need a job or a cosigner. Call,
also, if you’d like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number

is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19.1] If

CITIBANCO
CLASSIC

after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condi
tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that

he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon
a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you.

*1128 0012 3HSb IS. SO
VAI IO FROM
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Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. •’The Annual Percentage Rate for
purchases is 15.4% as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Thereisanadditional
finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Certain
conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. Certain
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry
data. Details ofcoverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program information. Monarch® Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount
Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N. A. © 1993 Citibank (South Dakota). N. A. Member FDIC.

